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4. But .if we' are t those advantages in our
decision-making and our programs,' we must have.the f'ullest
exchange of' ini'ormation on ;the °mili tary resources of' our
opponents and our own national
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The new President of' United states has
reaffirmed the commitment ofthe.Unit'ed states to the principles
of the North Atlantic Alliance and the defense of its member 1977
nations.:.. No change of Presidents could weaken' that commitment, 197E
f'or it is a direct response to' two hard·facts that confront any
man who looks at the world from the White House. First ,the 198'
security of the United states depends upon the security of all
the nations· o:f North Alliance." Second; against 11983the whole range of threats thatmay'pe posed by the Soviet Bloc
nei ther the uiUted states nor any other nation or' regional .
group in the Alliance can provide adequately f'or that secui'i ty
in '. :

2. The basic principle of the Alliance - that each nation:
regards an· attack upon any member . an attack upon i tsel:f - ," 1985
rests onf'irlper fOUIldat.ionsthail .•n.timent or .. altruism•. Because. 1986
any development in the ,world that endangers one member o:f' NATO .

all, it is .obvious that the co-ordinated use
of' our joint .resources of'!'ers .greater security to each .o:f' us I 1 ;} 91

achieve separately.
.;

3. Much has changed in the last decade, in the nature of'
the threat and in the resource s available to meet it. O:t! course,
there is no simple, ideal formula :for the security of the
Alliance. But we do lmow that. an adequate posture and strategy
must be rashioned rrom the resources or the whole Alliance.
A strategy tailored to the limited resources: of'".any;one .coUlf-try
even if' that country were the United States - could not :I?eflect
the advantages to each of us of' the existence of' the All:1ance.
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or
9. . Let me tnrn now to the United States programs.:

II. Uili ted· States Programs Related to NATO

10. rlssuming a bomb load of three bombs per bomber ,the
number of' warheads in the American strategic nuclear alert'
:forces - those rorceswhich we can launch within the warning
time of a surprise attack - today totals about 2,400. Current
::programs as shown in the table below call f'or a of'
approximately 2,800 alert warheads by 1966, of which more than
1,500 will be carried by intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Some details of our program are shown in the table below.

. -
6.. Regarding andsateJ..ll te strength,you have

just heard the Standing Group intelligence appreciation given
by Admiral Douguet.

7.. Our st"vii"tIic!Ms and IRBM/MRBMs
that have become operational as or this shows
somewhat higher than those you have heard, but the dirrerence
is not s:i.gnif'icant ror this discussion. . . 0

8. On the side of' ground reoent' United States
studies,based on the fullest evrdence that we have, reveal a
range of uncertainty concerning the number of' Soviet divisions
that are manned at combat strength, and the total' of.
divisions of' all strengths; the rigures we have just
are at :the upper end of this range of' 1.Ulcertainty•. The most
importa.p.t point on this issue is that, as 'I pointed out in a
speech in New York last month, intelligence estimates of
Soviet ready strength such as the Standing Group estimates
you 'have just heard are themselves considerably different
from picture that still lives in the pUblic mind, Which
retpins the old figure or 175 divisions and which does not'
distinffi,1ish between cadre or low-strength and fUll-strength" .;.
divisions or take into account the large difference's in size
be't-ween Soviet and NATO divisions. .Somewhat· to !ny'amazement,'
I found that some of' our rriends in the press who .had regularly
questioned the value or improving .NATO , s non-nuclear capabilities,
on the grounds that we were hopelessly inferior in the non-
nuclear areas, .now suddenly aJUlounced that such improvements
were unnecessary because we were alreadY equal to the Communists.
I ciID assure you that this is not the conclu.sif'n we draw - the
d.ef'iciencies of' NATO f'orces are wh;ich can be
overcome •.

up to date my earlier
United states programs which
some comments on the adequacy'
light Soviet capabilities •

5. To this end, I shall
reports on the or the

the Alliance, and make
o:f:: the; -Al-=lian6t:f 'pcsture in the

..., • -It' .... ! ... "1':'"":

I. Soviet Strength
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11-;; , In the past '24' months, 'the number of nuclear warheads
in the' alertrar'ce has been increased by more than, 100%.,.. , ,

..-
12 0 More iIIJ::Por-tantly, whereas virtually all of our strategi,c

retaliatorypower·r;in·1961 was'concentrated on fixed, bases,
today ,it, is la::,gely' dispersed; protected against nuclear attack
or hidden in mobile Polaris submarines. In the t 961 -67
the number or oases at which our strategic force will be located
will increase by ten times, and a very high proportion o:f them
will be protected J3.gainst nuclear attack quite, apart fJ:,om the
large, unW'getable, Polarls force,

.•.. ,.. ,
, ,

, 'Oui/ nuclear systems are stJC'engthened
and moderni?:ed. New tact'ical bombs for aircraft deliver;y are
now on hand in large numbers, replacing older types. LAGROSSE
and the 280 mm. projectiles are on their way out. The Sergeant
missiles have come into operation in Europe; and the United
states alone will have approximately 200 on the continent next
year, Deployment of 'the longer range Pershing is scheduled
to begin next March. This missile is greatly superior i:n mobility,
acc1.l::'3.cr, speed of response and range of action to the Redstone
missile system which it replaces. Its range, for example, is great
enough for it to reach 90% of the targets now assi;,ned to alert

216 460 580 580 551 522
,L

28' 57 126 126 99 99
21 68 108 108 108

150 600 800 950
80 --22 2§.§. .....2§Q
108 174 488' 1122 1471 1717
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14. The number of tactical nuclear weapons on this side
the Attantic has increased by almost 60% since early 1961.

/' . :

17. For such reasons, we have programmed a 400% increase in
available airlift by 1968" as compared with 1961. A major portion
of this increased capability is already ,available. By 1968, this
will make it possible, for example, to airlirt within 30 days
several divisions and move over 1000 tactical aircrart. This
improved capability would, of course, also apply to other parts or
the world, The recent Operation Big Lift was the first of a series
of large..;.scale, world-wide exercises designed t? test our abilitr

.ov.e.r long distances. t,' l;,' ;"_c'l "} tA"V <:.}t---(r<-..AJ
u". <.. " !,.-- '" rt- (.." ,,"'.... 1.>' I <. ,

-. 18." "Our land based tactica.l air mobility is also improving
rapidly. Ten years ago it would have taken two full weeks to
island-hop a,rorce of 400 tactical fighters to Europe. Today,
this deployment time has been cut to 48 hours.

i,!;tu_tuvr
tactical strike aircraft. - Among the smaller weapons, the number or
demolition munition warheads has gone up nine-rold in the last year,
and 155 mm. Howitzer nuclear projectiles will be introduced into the
forces .during1.964.

15. United states gro1llld rorces have also been greatly
strengthened. -__In the last 24 months, we have the number
or our combat-ready Army divisions by 45%. Eigh:t;ready Army divisions
are in strategic Y'eserve in the United states as "Coffi]?ared to only
three in 1961.. In addition, two combat-ready Marine visions are In
reserve in the United states. The Army has completed about 8Q%or
the reorganization of its divisions along lines orrering improved
rlexibility. Modernization of equipment is being carried out at an
accelerated rate. We have also prepositioned two division sets or
equipment in Europe especially earmarked ror two or our ten strategic
reserve divisions. This arrangement permits the divisions to move
to Europe in af'matter of hours and link up with their equipment.

0r1 v p-Ovv\.ll<:t(. ,
1 f>.' ('rhe....abili ty to move, reinf'orcing units quickly i6 especially

pertinent to the contingencies most likely to arise in Europe or
elsewhere. In situations of heightened tension, where we are apt to
have some usable warning, rapid movement or rorces not only
our defenses but it also signals our seriousness of purpose.
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19. ' In addition, the number of tactical air squadrons has
increased by since 1961. Even more important are
improvements in the range and payload of the aircraft and in the
ordnance they carry. As to load carrying, there will be a
doubling of the payload,capacity of our tactical foices during
the 1960's. Improvements in non-nuclear ordnance are increasing
our ability to destroy targets on each mission by'a factor of
4 to 40 times, 011 the target.' A recent stttdjl'
tha't-vl.£L,.co.ul.Q.-'-e3epgat.. desU:.o¥. a b:r:i with-7%-u"t' ties

. In short, we are in the midst
of a very great improvement in our tactical air capabilities.

20. With regard to the naval forces we have a superiority
in numbers of combat ships except submarines. Improveml;lnt in
these naval forces has enabled us to have the capability for
controlling the surface sea lines of communications.j We plan to
cont,inue our vital anti-submarine warfare efforts to meet the
growing' Soviet submarine threat., , ' , " r ,_

f).v.lt \ 'I I (... ('(",J;) (' ' I
III. The Adequacy of These Forces _,'.' (" ..-..... ,.p

What can be said about the adequacy of these :forces?
Let me begin at the high end of the range of conflict. Even the
most optimistic Soviet planners would have to accept as a
certainty that the most effective surprise attack they ':lould
launch would still leave us with the capability. to inflict over
100 miliion fatalities and destroy over' 50%0£ the industry of
the Soviet Union. In'short, we could destroy the attacker's
society. Therefore, deterrence of deliberate all-out nuclear
attack seems as well assured as it can be. But because general
-nuelegr "var remains a possibility, because of miscalculation or
irrational decision, it is also desirable for our forces to be
in a position, to tHe ex'tien b pl'ac tical, to reduce damage to the
Alliance. Hence" 'i t is equally pertinent that the relative
numbers and survivability of U.S. strategic forces would permit
us to assign weapons all, the urgent Soviet military
targets - inclUding threatening Western Europe -
tha-t·--a:p-e-sub.j..e..c.."L.to at:t.a:ck'. Our force has been chosen to meet
these two criteria, in the light of the size and deployment of
Soviet forces. '

22. However, a significant number of the Soviet delivery
vehicles are submarine launched or land-mobile. For practical
purposes, these weapons cannot be located and attacked. They
cannot be offset by increasing the number of NATO delivery
vehicles. The damage which the Soviets could inflict upon the
Alliance, no matter what we do to limit it, therefore remains
extremely high. Under the most favorable this
capability must be measured in tens of millions of fatalities
in the U.S. and aom&whar'more in Western Europe.

(Page 5 of 11 pages) COSMIC T"O'PSECRET
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23. Thus, measured against the Soviet strategic force as
it is evolving, our very large investments have brought us to
the point where further increases in strategic force size, above
those now programmed for the future, must encounter rapidly
diminishing returns. On the other hand, important opportunities
for improving our forces continue to exist in other areas than
numbers of delivery vehicles. We are continuing a major effort
to improve-the ranges, accuracies,eommand and control arrange-
ments, and penetration capabilities of our strategic delivery
vehicles.

24. One of the consetluences of this situation is that the
expenses associated with the strategic sector of the United
States defense budget will probably decline for the next several
years. Parenthetically, I should add that these savings are
being transferred to pay for other forces designed to support
our Allies in \iestern Europe and other overseas theaters.

25. We are achieving important savings from the reforms in
the organization, management ani procurement policies in the last
three years - savings of several billion dollars per year. As
a eonsetluence, 8S we have pointed out in _ the
over-alI- United States defense budget will probably
slightly in terms of percentage of GNP, though the percentage
will remain far above the NATO average.

26. The prospect of quantitative adequacy in our strategic
forces does not mean, hoV'iever, that the over-all mix of Alliance
forces for these missions could not be changed. A If the members
of the Alliance should wish, we are prepared to join other
interested Allies in SUbstituting sea-based medium-range missiles
for some of the longer range systems now included in our program.
In that event, we believe that this force should take the form
of the multilateral surface ship force now under discussion by
representatives of several members of the Alliance.

27. This issue of the relative -proportion of medium and
long-range strategic vehicles is essentially independent of the
over-all force size or war outcome questions. I do not believe
that the character of any conflict in which NATO's strategic
forces were involved would be affected by the location of some
fraction of those forces. I wish to be quite clear on this
point. No conflict in which, for example, Soviet medium-range
missiles were appropriate targets could be confined to the
continent of Europe. Our total offensive capabilities, wherever
based, would be available for use in such a conflict. This
would be true for any major aggression - in any part of the NATO
area, whether in the center or on the flanks, whether nuclear
weapons were used by the enemy or not - in accordance with the
Athens guidelines. ThUS, the adequacy of strategic :Lorces, on
which I have commented, is of primary relevance to the adequacy
of NATO posture for .meeting all of this upper range of challenges.

e
•,
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28. There is another range of conflict which the Military
Committee identified as more likely in a report on "The Long
Term Threat Assessment" noted by this body a year ago. Limited
aggressi'ons, the Military Committee stated, would probably be
designed for the quick achievement of limited objectives, to be
followed by a prompt call for
.fill aceempli Wes te'f'fi reae-ti"olf"•. Although such
adventures would be more likely outside-the NATO area, -they are
also possible, and would be even more critical NATO
countries with common boundaries with the bloc •. Berlin, and
the northern and s·outhe.rn flanks of NATO, are particularly
exposed. The report concluded that unless NATO is manifestly
ready to make a q,uick and flexible response, a Soviet move of
this type might well prove the most likely military danger.

29. £he Alliance now possesses, in addition to its
nuclear power, non-nuclear and tactical nuclear capabilities
that are relevant to such challenges. But are they adequate?
In some ways this question is even harder to answer than
questions concerning the upper limits of violence; certainly
it has been less investigated.

30. The United States is continuing a very large tactical
nuclear weapons development and production program. We believe
that this capability is important to have for insurance
purposes. Nevertheless, there are major uncertainties about the
effects of such operations upon enemy capabilities and responses
and upon the tempo and control of subsequent developments.
From what we know of Soviet doctrine and weapons, it is not clear
that they could or would respond with yields and ranges which
would permit us to avoid a rapid escalation. In a nuclear
conflict, it is difficult to predict how one's opponents
perceive or act on their available choices. These uncertainties
and the likelihood ·of escalation in a two-sided nuclear engage-
ment cast doubt on the extent to which tactical nuclear weapons
can substitute for other types of forces or, by themselves,
solve NATO's military problems - we believe they must be thought
of as complements to rather than substitutes for conventional
weapons.. In any event, substantial conventional forceE. would
be required even in a tactical nuclear engagement. ""'1' '.1, C .......__
10.<- t-.'·, '. ....( (((.J ,', . (' .', (",.,.. '

31. Posi tive'answers to the uncertainties' assoc ie,ted with
tactical nuclear war do not now exist and may never be
available. To be sure, these same uncertainties about
escalation and the risks of widespread devastation may help to
deter a potential aggressor as he confronts our capabilities,
our readiness and our will to use these tactical weapons. But
to count too heavily that an enemy will calculate and act

-7-
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conservatively in the face of these uncertainties is scarcely
prudent on our own part. To deny ourselves a range of options
is likely, in fact, to encourage gamblers among our
We must then consider the adequacy of alternative responses to
the more limited challenges.

32. Considerations of overall manpower strength alone
might lead to over-optimistic answers on the current ability
to defend against lesser threats without NATO use of nuclear
weapons. Here again, there are uncertainties, although they
are more of a sort that our concerted effort can reduce.
We are used to measuring our non-nuclear capabilities only·
against the more massive and unlikely tests they might face,
for which they are clearly inadequate. But we have tended to
neglect the critical examination of inadequacies and remedies
for the more likely contingencies.

COSMIC TOP SECRET
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33. A reasonable criterion would be the ability in
cases of limited aggression, for example in connection with
Berlin, to confront the Soviets with the frustration of their
olJjectives, unless they choose to escalate to a nuclear exchange
or to levels that make nuclear war highly probable. Is the
effectiveness of our posture in this light commensurate with
:he size of our forces and the heavy expenditures we are all
making on them?

34. I do not believe that adequate facts and frank analyses
on these matters are yet available. It should be one of our
major purposes to explore the.se issues. I suspect strongly
that s;uch a study will not point toward relaxation of effort _
when we consider what has already been invested, what is now _
being spent, and the better balance and readiness that
further efforts could achieve.'

35. The standards of manning and readiness which the
United States maintains for its own divisions and combat support
in Europe, and our programs to enlarge, modernize, and improve
our own capabilities to reinforce Europe, all show the importance
we attach to meeting the lower levels of challenge as well as
the upper. However, the United States Congress and American
public opinion will become increasingly restless about a
situation in which the United States maintains qualitative
standards - manning levels, stocks and ...readiness - I .• l"" ((Pr2..I.",I

than those of our Allies. It is most
that we adopt a common standard in fact, as well

as in principle.
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36.1 must tui"n now to a continues to be of
concern to the, United States Gov'ernment:.' our unfavorable
balance of internatione,l payments.; ... The average annual deficit
during the. period caleridaryear 1958-60 was %3.7 billion•. In
1961 and 1962, t.l1e defic.i tin. each year was reduced to about
$2.3 bill'ion; primarily, .through of governmental
debts and other. ,transactions vlhich have involved co....operation
by a number of'Eienbers of NATO. The c1e:ficit :for the first nine'
months 01'1963, counting all receipts from t,hese special .
co-operative rema:Ln.edapproxim8 tely at tbis level.

37. of our military opera-
tions ab'road amounts, to about $2.7' blllion 'a year, of which about
$1 .7 billioni.s Europe •.. The budgetary cost of'"
maintaining these forces ,'is, of' course, 'many times greater.
Since the main region' of' the w:orld in balance of' payments surplus (C"Ho

with us is also the region where we have our largest military
deployments abroad, I feel it appropriate to bring these f'acts
to your attention. ..

38., In order to the impact 'of defense spending on
the balance of payments,.we have embarlced,on a program 'both to
reduce OUI' military expenditures overseas and to increase
receipts." During this period,' :riscal year; 1961 -1 963, our
def'ense expend'i tures"abroad Ylere held relatively constant
despi te the increase 'due to tllC Beriin crisi s and higher price
and wage ,levels overseas. 'We, brought the over-all
net adverse balance to United States def'en-se
activi t'i,es abroad dOVln by about ,31 billion betv/een 1961 and
1963, primarily because receipts from sales of mili taryequip-
ment,supplies and sel"'vices a1Jproximately Quadrupled.

39'. VVhile all NNi.'O countries to some extent are purchasing
equipment the 'United 'States, the agreement with the Federal
Republic of Gerr;;any , which provides: for an off'set of'. our. defense
outlays in Germany ,h2.s :')een particularly helpfuL Italy is
alsornaking sUbs'tantial efforts to offset our def'ense expendi-
tureis' in,,;that this vl'e appreciate.

40:. President in h,ts message to the United States
Congress on oalance' of' last JUly, . announced a series of'
actions designed to reduce the overall One of the
actions was a projected reduction in the annual rate, of' Depart-
ment of' Defen..s,e expenditures abroad by $300 million below the
calendar year 1963, level, by measures to be put into effect
before fhe' end of' calendar;vear 1964.

/
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42 0 I do want to emphasize that, in carrying out thi.se..
the United will not let its basic commitments

and policies be dictated by balance of payments considerations.
This would be unwise and We do expect, however,
to take ad'vantsge of the opportunities which modern technology
offers to increase the operational efficiency of our forces,
which may alse help to reduce overseas expenditures. - I can
assure youAthat President Kennedy's affirmation that the United
states will keep its divisions in Europe as long as they are
needed still stand:.; Q However, you will I am sure,
how important it is for me to be able Congress and the
American people -\jhat our 1\llies are co-operating with us in
meeting the payments problem and that they are carrying their
fair share of the load - in short, that the Alliance is really
working as a successful mutual endeavor".

/

41. The actions being carried out will include extending
programs already under way; for -example, increasing procurement
of goods and services in the Uni ted states, eliminating.or
deferring construction projects overseas not operationally
essential, and close scrutiny of ways and means to cut down
overseas expenditures on the Military Assistance Program. In
additioD, certain actions that we' have been able to take
because of our growing capabilities or simply because they
increase efficiencY;l have resulted in a further reduction in
our expenditure abroad o For exaII!Ple, the growing number of
strategic missiles is making possible the
replacement of B-47 medium bombers. It has already led to
a plan for the consolidation of the B-47 bomber force in the
United Kingdom, which will result in the release of two
facili ties and a reduction of approximately 2500 men stationed
there. A reorganization of our line of communications in
Europe, in keeping with our ef'fortsto improve logistics
management werld:ooioae)1 will free approximately 5400 United
States Army troops from their duties; it will also enable us
to use much more economical routes of supply for the peacetime
support of United States f'orces while retaining an effective
line for wartime usee The home basing in the United States of
-;';wo sq,uadrons of 0···130s will permit a more effective use of
our airlift capability during peacetime without a significant
red'u.ction in the availability of these aircraft to sACEUR in
time of nceQ o Through such actions, we will be able to lower
expenditures abroad without hurting our. combat effectiveness
and without hardship to our individual servicemen.

v . Q.2Q..el

1-1-3. In sU1TunarY,notwithstanding the current deficiencies,
N//I'O has made progre ss in re cent years in providing military
:resour'cGs towards meeting its 'primary objective - providing for
the seeD,,:;,'i ty of its members. Our disagreements cannot obscure
that fact; nor, I will they obstruct future progress.
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For a military posture which is sound, one which meets ou.r
needs in the :race of Soviet strength, is wi thin our reach.
Our problem is not total resources, or even perhaps the share
of resources devoted to defense, but the proper use of these
resources. I have every hope that in the months ahead we will
be able to work co-operatively in defining the issues more
sharply, developing the alternatives, choosing our best course
of action, and carrying it out.
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